
The Committee Xmas Run. 

Whole lot happened last evening: 

Let every picture tell the story! 

And don’t miss Circumference’s News below!! 

Happy Christmas from your Scribe. 

Card sharps won! 

One of these two has just won the lottery!  
Who has the biggest smile? 



Walking to dinner? 

Made it! 

 

Earlier on 



The assembled pack were treated to  
The World Premiere 

Tedder Ave Choir 
‘Main Beach Quintet’ 

 

Where is Santa? 

Casino Night
Last night proved so popular that we will have another

Saturday 14th February
Ladies & Gentlemen

Venue TBA
Great chance to dress up

Maybe Gatsby Style?



HASH MEDIA WATCH ( WTF -Want the Facts as opposed 
to TFN -The Fake News )

Over the years we have seen the mention of words 
like BLUE CARD and NASTY involved in newspaper 
headlines.

It has become common for eateries, even HAL AL ones, to 
serve food which has caused outbreaks of BOTULISM to 
diners.

We regularly see lots of ads on television encouraging us to 
make a purchase at RUG sales.

The Northern Territory newspapers love to tell us stories 
about CROCODILE attacks and then invite us to holiday 
there with their slick marketing C U in the NT slogan. The 
territory has also over the years given us a regular 
VETERAN visitor, the fairly recently departed DARWIN DON 
(RIP), the only hasher who as they couldn't root, shoot or 
electrocute him, so the so the ABC TV made a show about 
him because of his hash hardened resilient body. 

Sometimes there are even stories about others who 
although they have long gone seem to pop up from time to 
time with SIR JOH and sightings of ELVIS often getting a 
mention. As we all know, anyone who writes stories about 
ELVIS still being around traps must be FULLER SHIT.



The odd story about a FLASHER wearing a large coat 
stalking young females often surfaces.They claim he opens 
his coat and exposes his erect SLUG which they say could 
best described as a ROCK HARD / HARD ON , or as one 
victim described it as like the big dildo she had once seen at 
her sister's hens party. One witness who said because he 
got so close to her, she had to turn away to avoid giving him 
a HEAD JOB also said it looked POXY like he had a dose of 
VD. All victims agreed his CAREFREE behaviour was 
revolting and did nothing for them , one even saying he was 
definitely not a FANNY CHARMER, then cheekily 
conceeding his SLUG was more like a BENT BANANA with 
a BALL BAG .    

At Easter, there was a cartoon depicting a man on a cross 
and his comments were - I just don't get it, so they nailed 
me to a cross and so many people around the world eat 
chocolate to celebrate the event, but what the F***does a 
RABBIT have to do with it. FUCK ALL is probably the 
answer.

It is been reported at times that the police have randomly 
pulled over heavy vehicles for inspection especially those 
those that were driven on behalf of a business known as 
MAD MIKES and found that the trucks often vvhad defective 
TRUCK TYRES and sometimes as well their driver was best 
described as an ARSEHOLE because when he was tested 
for alcohol/drugs, and blew POINT TWO, he went off his 
rocker as he had something like a MISSING LINK in his 
head.When he produced a BREN GUN from under his seat 
things went really ARSUP and police who iniitially went to 



JELLY were then forced to regroup and then proceed the 
WRONGWAY up a one way street before apprehending 
after laying spikes .

As drug overdose stories at summer music festivals are 
regular occurrences, it was only a matter of time before the 
recent one at the STRAWBERRY FIELDS  festival was 
splashed across our television screens. It seems that young 
music goers no longer are interested in drinking a SLAB of 
BREW(tus) but prefer something more lethal which can be 
laced with anything including ARSE NIC.

Sometimes it is shown that the Gold Coast is really a pretty 
small place when names of HASH aliases appear. Names/
stories/letters/photos in the Gold Coast Bulleshiter regularly 
mention the names of  notorius SWINDLER Peter Foster, 
Peter Burke, Don Esprey and Resident Hash Social 
Butterfly , Bruce Keown who it seems by evidence of many 
photographs never misses an invite to any hob nob piss-up 
either side of the BLACK STUMP.  Even another amateur 
photographer named LATRINE got into the social reporter 
act by causing Mr Keown's alter ego, KITCHEN BITCH, to 
almost SHAT himself when undercover photographs 
surfaced of this hasher in let's just say, in a non-sober state 
at the Versace apparently doing his best impersonation of a 
MAGICIAN by doing some interior decorating of the hotel's 
furniture and fittings.    

Even a fake news story made the list when a WEEKLY used 
the modern method of carriage known as social media to 
circulate a story about an upcoming singing appearance on 



television of a MONTHLY. When it didn't eventuate, many 
disappointed viewers considered it something like a 
PHANTOM of the opera.  

Then there was the television interview where a PRINCE in 
a VALIANT attempt tried to convince the world that he had a 
better recollection of what he had for dinner one evening 
than an allegation made by a young AUSSIE female who 
claimed he had a far different meal. The female, a minor, 
claims pork(ing) and lots of it was consumated by the 
PRINCE whom she claims she clearly remembers as acting 
like a real SWEAT HOG while devouring. However the 
PRINCE claimed he was eating PIZZA with his daughter 
and not consuming something else at the time of the 
allegation. The PRINCE just to add further confusion into 
this sordid matter, claimed he doesn't sweat as he has a 
post-military service condition which turns him into a real 
ICEMAN. Then another piece of the JIGSAW was a photo 
that emerged of the PRINCE with his arm around the young 
female after the PRINCE claimed he had never met her.

During the whole year, we saw the emergence of all the 
CAUSTIC CRUSADERS, groups of protesters who caused 
havoc to gain who knows what. Firstly It was invading
farms to complain about farm yard animals farting and then 
when farmers had to sell their herds to abattoirs due to the 
ongoing drought, they turned their attention to animal cruelty 
issues because the animals end up as food. They then 
moved to cities and tied up valuable police and emergency 
services blocking traffic as people tried to go about their 
normal day to day activities. Meanwhile as Australia started 



to burn, they demanded action on bushfires where the 
number one priority is to get them under control, however 
none of them have put their formerly glued hands up to 
assist the volunteer fire fighters or even give the poor 
animals like koalas and KAWAKKAs a drink of water as they 
struggle with the fires/heat.Has this been substantiated BS 
or what when ambulances and fire trucks have been 
delayed by their antics ?

However they all pall into insignificance compared to an 
article under the heading of - Softening Beastiality Penalty 
Draws Fire .

This recent newspaper article mentions names a Byron Bay 
BOUNCER who was charged with 221 offences, including 
having sex with TWO DOGS, not once, not twice but 19 
times during a seven-year spree of deviant behaviour. He 
told police that he had EXCELlent PETs who he NOW 
LOVED more than anything. He further added it would be 
near impossible for him to have committed the alleged acts 
because of his DICKY KNEE and his recently diagnosed 
 SWOLLEN COLON.
The defendant pleaded not guilty and claimed it would be a 
MISCARRIAGE of justice if he was convicted as none of the 
alleged victims had ever actually complained to authorities 
and the prosecution's case was not based on direct 
evidence but was purely circumstantial.

Corey Bernardi ,the former SA Senator has recently retired, 
otherwise he would be screaming from the rafters in the 
Senate - I told you so - after he was mocked for mentioning 



that allowing changes to the Marriage Act, would encourage 
Beastiality with people having sex with their farm animals 
and pets, during the Same Sex Marriage debate in 
parliament.An active user of social media who regularly 
writes under the well-named pseudo of BALLPOINT is 
mourning the loss of his mentor from the Australian political 
landscape.   

BREAKING NEWS

The glossy MAGGS which report on entertainment  news 
has a story under the headline - Chris Cornell' s widow is 
suing. WTF - His what ? I just happened to have breakfast 
with him. Apparently thousands of dollars in royalties are 
alleged to be owing to the late former band's (Soundgarden) 
 frontman family. Wow, what a relief, Obviously there must 
be another one with the same name , I suppose it'sa bit like 
pets like having TWO DOGS of even two Ferrets with the 
same names..
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On On to a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
CIRCUMFERENCE


